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week 01

topics 
Pointset reconstruction - the process of creating ‘higher level’ geometry from ordinary points, i.e. Voronoi diagrams
>>  http://wiki.mcneel.com/labs/pointsetreconstruction

Developable surface - a surface that can be fl attened onto a plane without distortion

UnRollSrf - makes a fl at pattern from a 3-D developable surfaces (can curve in one direction).

RhinoNest - allows yout to optimize the parts position and orientation inside Rhino. Great for lasercutting or CNC!
>>  http://www.rhinonest.com
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project: 
>> explore concepts of unfolding and voronio and create installation proposal for 20’x20’ room

suggested scale for model @ 1/4:1’

Remember try and think about how you can get creative with this methodology. I want to know what you are thinking about and 
what you are trying to achieve. Consider drawing points which are perfectly patterned and not just randomly drawn. Consider 
plotting points along a vector drawing of a particular subject. Consider plotting points based on the stock market or any particular 
data set. For example, you might be working on a piece for a museum so perhaps you choose meaningful dates in history - 9.11.01 
could easily become an x,y,z cooridanate...Try and figure out how to insert context and information into your piece. Think about
where that room is (hospital, museum, school, etc.) and let that help to inform the direction of the project. Also, consider, once 
you have the flat files in illustrator, applying an additional pattern which can either be cut through your material or inscribed 
onto your material. This will provide yet another layer of information and meaning surrounding the work. Ultimately, these tools 
give us the ability to not only make interesting looking pieces but they allow us to abstract a certain idea and this in turn prevents 
us from simply making literal work. By using this order of abstraction we are able to force the viewer to crtique the work on a much 
more involved and thought provoking way. I am open to you working at whatever scale you feel works best. Just make sure it is a 
standard scale and not just arbitrary. You should also have a human figure in the model for scale reference. 
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